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Geodetic Surveying w¡th Quosar Radio
Inlerferometry

A. STOLZ et al

Abstract

Front 20 April to 3 May, l,982, five Austalian radio-telescopes were linked for the
first tirne and operated in synchro_nism to fomt a single radiotelescope. The li¡tk-up was
the culminatiott of two years of iniensive effort and co-operation to co-ordinate telàscope
modi!ìcøtions and overcome the logistic problents of urulertakittg such an experilnent. The
five telescopes are sited at the NASA Deep Space tracking føcility at Tidbinbilla near
cønberra, the cslRo Radio Astronomy observatory at parkes, the |lniversitlt of rasmania's
Rødio observatory near Hobart, the university of sydney's F-lann observatory near
Sydney, ønd the LANDSAT tracking statìon at Alice Springs. The stutultaneous but
independent operation of two or more widely separated telescopes is called Long-Baseline
Interferometry. This experiment was set up to provide high-resolution radio møps of
distant Southem Hemisphere quasars ønd galaxies. However, the experiment ß of greit
interest to surveyors, since it also provides a means of møking accurøte position difference
and distance meøsurements. It is expected, for instønce, thøt the distance between the
telescopes at Parkes and Tidbinbilla will be measur.ed to an accurøcy of l0cmwhile the
dßtances from the Tidbinbilla telescope to those at Hobart and Alice Springs wilt be
determined to an accuracy of I to 2 metres. The experiment is described in this paper.
The basic principles of the VLBI techníque are ølso reviewed in general terms.

lntroduction
Astronomers have developed radio-interferometers with which the baselines between

antennas can be measured with high precision over both short and very long distances
(Barc et al., 1967; Broten et al., i9í:I;Gubbay t: s!., !974). These techniques, calÌeci
very-Iong-Baseline Interfe¡ometry (vLBÐ have significant applications to geodesy
(Gold, 1967; shapiro and Knight, 1970). In a general way, the radio signals from a
common source are received at two or more antennas at the end of a more or less long
basetne. The signals are brought together, and correlated to determine the difference in
phase or the difference in time in which a particular burst of energy is received, at the two
antennas. This quantity relates to the length and the direction ofthe baseline relative to
the source. In conventional interferometry the two signals are brought together through
cables but in VLBI the signals are recorded independently at each site, against highÌy
precise time and frequency standards and later brought together in a computer. Thi
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antennad'ìSeparation is now limited only by the requirement that the source ismutually
visible from the two stations.

The first geodetic VLBI experiments were conducted in the United States in
the early 1970's (Hinteregger et ø1., 1972; Shapiro et al., 1974} Since then numerous
experiments have been performed by groups in the United States, Canada and Europe.
Transcontinental base[nes, for example, have been measured with a repeatability of
better than 5 cm (Shapiro, 1978) and a 1.2 km baseline vector has been determined with
a repeatability of 5 mm (Rogers et al. , 197 8). Two transportable antennas, 9 and 4 metres
in diameter have been developed at the Jet Propulsion l:boratory (JPL) in Pasadena
specifically for geodesy. Using these transportable antennas in conjunction with fixed
radio-telescopes in California, triangle closures to within 10-20 cm have been achieved
over a perimeter of about 1000 km (Niell et al., 1979).

A number of concepts have been proposed to use the Global Positioning System
(GPS) sateltites for accurate measurements of distance in the range 100-1000km (Fell,
t9E0). These include the interferometric mode in which the GPS signals are used as a
noise source, that is, essentially long baseline interferometry techniques are used. The
receivers can be made quite small. Field deployable GPS receivers are expected to become
commercially available in 1984 (Bossler, 1981). Moreover, it now appears likely that
measurements can be made with 1 ot 2 cm açcuracy in times as short as half an hour or
less if the system is completed as planned. The VLBI technique is thus of considerable
interest to surveyors.

Geodetic VLBI has not been actively pursued in Australia in the past. This changed
in April, 1982 when five Australian telescopes were linked for the fìrst time to measure
the position differerices and.baselines. between them. We describe the experiment in this
paper. The basic principles'of thlVLBI technique are also reviewed, in general terms.
Details may be found in Counselman (1976) and Carter (1981).

Geodetic VLBI
Radio-interferometry has been reviewed byseveral authors (e.g. Counselman,19T6).

Here we shall discuss only those aspects which pertain to geodetic measurements.

Observables
The basic principles of the VLBI technique are illustrated in Fig. I which shows the

geometry of a geodetic VLBI measurement confìguration. Two widely separated radio-
telescopes observe radiation from an extra-galacticradio source, typically a distant quasar
or radio galaxy. The Australian geodetic observations were made at S-band (2.3 GlIz) and
X-band (8.4 GHz). The sequence of observations consists of about 100 separate measure-
ments ingolving 10 to 20 different radio sources spread across the sþ. The signal received
from eaclibource is amplifìed and mixed with a signal from a local oscillator. lndependent
phase.stabtÇ.local oscillator signals at each antenna are obtained from ultra-stable atomic
oscillators, ¡{ypically Rubidium standards or preferably Hydrogen masers. Practical
stabilities of about I part in 1013 over a span of 103 seconds are achievable with Rubidium
standards while Hydrogen masers yield about I part in 101s.

The video frequency signal produced after the local oscillator is mixed with the
radio frequency signal is then sampled at a fixed rate (4 MHz in our case) and recorded
on a high-speed recorder. The final result is a set oftapes, one from each antenna, càrry-
ing a sequence of ones and zeroes, called bits, and each carrying its own time tags. The
tapes carry a "noise" contributed by the different receivers at each site as well as the
source information. These tapes are then transported to a special central processing
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CEODETIC SURVEYING WITH QUASAR RADIO INTERFEROMETRY

facil ity (there are at present three such facil i t ies in the world, two in the United States
and one in Europe) where they are all replayed under central computer control and are
cross-related in pairs. During the cross-correlation, each tape nìust be appropriately
delayed, since the signal was received at the more distant antenna at a time z sec<>nds
after it was received at the near antenna. This delay is the basic observable of geodetic
VLBI measurements. Fig. I shows that, as the earth rotates the delay wil l vary as the
angle between the source and the baseline varies. This quantity, called the delay rate, is
the second observable.

Tape Correlation
In essence, the two strings of bits a¡e multipliêd together, bit by bit, and the

products are summed over an appropriate interval. The procedure is repeated in step-wise
fashion for a range of offsets about the predicted time delay. This is done on a special
correlator. The sum reaches a maimum at the correct delay.

In order to achieve better precision in the delay observable than can be obtained
from observations at a single frequency, a technique called bandwidth synthesis,is used
in which the delay is obtained as the change in interferometer phase across two or more
frequencies spanning up to several hundred megaHertz. More than two frequencies are
desirable in o¡der to remove the integer-cycle phase ambiguities, analogous to the use of
multiple modulating frequencies to resolve ambiguíties in EDM.

Geometry of VLBI Observables
From Fig. l, the geometrical delay is

,  =  - l ' s
c

where B is the baseline vector between the observing antennas, S is the unlr vecror polnt-
ingin the direction of the source and c is the velocity of light. In the following discuìsion,
c is set to unity for convenience.

ln a reference co-ordinate system where the source co-ordinates are fixed. the vector
B wil l change in orientation but not in magnitude as the earth rotates. For simplicity,
assume the co-o¡dinate axes are arranged so that the z-axis is in the direction 

-of 
the

earth's instantaneous spin axis. The baseline vector É can then be split into two parts, a
polar or z'component parallel to the spin axis and an equatorial or *y-.ornponent perpen-
dicular to the spin axis. Thus

- 1É, + B*v) .(3" * 3*y)
=:*n - (bzsz * Ê*v '\v)

where b, and Sj are the magnitude of the polar conponents.
By definitlon, the polar component cannot change with the earth's diurnal rota-

tion. Accorrlingly, part of the geometric delay is constant and depends only on the
z-component of the baseline vector and that of the source. However, is the earth rotates,
the equatorial component of the baseline is carried around on a platform and its pro¡ec-
tion onto the source direction varies sinusoidallv

â ,
É*r, ' S*y = b*y Sxy sin (cot + O)

. where b*, and S*, are the components of Band s in the earth's equatorial plane, respec-
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THE CONCEPT OF VLBI
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GEODETIC SURVEYING WITH QUASAR RADIO INTENNEROMETRY

tively, <.r is the earth's rotation rate, t is time and O is the phase angle at a reference
epoch. The total geometrÍc delay is

- (4Sr) - bry Sn, sin (<,rt + @)

The time derivative of the geometric delay, the delay rate, depends only on the equatorial
components of the baseline and source vectors and is given by

r = - u¡ bxy S*, cos (c^rt + O)

By observing a number of sources repeatedly throughout a ðay and by combining the
resulting measurements in a least sqì¡ares adjustment, tÌ¡e baseline vectors, source positions
and various other parameters can be determined.

Comp[ications
There are several physical phenomena which complicate the geometry of a vLBI

observation. These are briefly discussed below:
1. The motions of the earth's axis of rotation in ínertial space (precession and nuta-

tion) and of the physical earth relative to th-e axis of rotation (polar motion) need
to be accounted for. The earth, moreover, does not rotate at a constant rate, but
disphys both systematic and irregular variations in the Ìength of the sidereal day;
nor is the earth truly rigid" and the attractions of other bodies in ou¡ sola¡ system
cause sigrificant time varying distortions (earth tides).

2. The times recorded on the tapes along with the digitized signal are from indepen-
dent station clocks. Due to imperfections, these will not run at precisely the same
rate; nor can they be perfectly synchronised so that there will be a constant offset.
The use of Hydrogen maser fiequency standards result in the diffutencë in r'ätes
being quite small - of the order of a few parÉs in l0-1s. However, higher order
variations can occur even with hydrogen masers or within the frequency distribu-
tion system, and selecting the right clock model is important.

3. The radio signals must pæs tfuough the earth's atmosphere en route to the obser-
'vatories which adds about I nanosec to the transit time of the signals. This is
equivalent to 2.4 m in distance. For antennas separated by only a few kilometres
this presents no problem, as both are looking through similar atmospheres. \ilhen
,antennas are so far apart that atmospheric conditions are no longer correlated,
variations in the atmosphere will contribute signifìcant'ly to r.

The ionosphere usuatrly causes a much smaller effect than does the tropo-
sphere, $aving a worst cæe effect of 30 cm in the zenith direction for X-bind
signals. ;The ionosphere is a region of ionized air and free electrons around the earth
in the ealth's upper atmocphere, extending from a height of about 50 km to
lO00km.¡ifhe troposphere is the atmosphere's lower layer which extends to a
height of about l0 km. The conéction for ionospheric refraction is made by using
the dispersive nature of the mediurn whereby the delay of the signal at a giveñ
frequency is inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. Moteover, iince
the ionospheric effect will be 13 times larger at 2.3 Gllz than at 8.4 GHz, a suitable
comparison of the simultaneous observations will allow the effect of the ionosphere
to be removed. The contributions of the troposphere are non-dispersive at micro.
\ryave frequencies, which means that indépendent measurements are required to
determine the required conection.
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The tropospheric effects can be divided into two parts, (i) a dry componenr
caused by ali components of the troposphere except water vapour, and (i i) a wet
component caused by the water vapour. The dry component can be estimated to
a few per cent by measuring the atmospheric pressure at each of the telescopes.
The wet component can be estimated by measuring the temperature, pressure and
dew point at each telescope, but this is not fully satisfactory since the dew point
at a telescope is not always representative of the water vapour content along the
wave path. To achieve a better calibration of the wet component each VLBI
observing site needs to be instrumented with a water vapour radlometer that will
measure the microwavê brightness in the vicinity of the 22 GHz water vapour
emission line. Tests have shown that this brightness is well correlated with total
water vapour along the line of observation. Radiometers were not available for the
Australian experiment.
The telescopes are subject to distortions due to temperature variations, wind
lo¿ding and gravitationaÌ loading. These disto¡tions can cause significant changes
in the time required for the signal to traverse the telescopes, and can also change
the location of the mechanical centre of the telescope relative to the ground refer-
ence point. Models based on independent measurements and structural analyses
must be developed for each telescope to derive appropriate corrections.
The time delays through the receivers, amplifiers and cabies may also vary. The
delays associated with the cables connecting the ¡eceivers located on the telescopes,
to the timing electronics located in the .control centres, are of particular concern
because they are subject to variations resulting from temperature changes and
flexing.
The radio sources, in general, are not point sources, but are extended and usually
exhibit fine angular structure, at the level of milliarcseconds in their brightness
distributions. A source position uncertai.nty of 1 milliarcsec Çonespondsto a'ba^se-
line uncertainty of about a centiitet¡e for a baseline length of 400 km.
Further complications include relativistic effects on the clocks and on the signals as
they propagate through the sun's gravitational fìeld and the change in the location
of the second station durine the time interval ¡ due to both franslational and
rotat[onal motions of the eartl.

The Australian Geodetic VLBI Experiment
From 20 April to 3 May, 1982, the fìve Australian radio-telescopes shown in

Fig. 2 were, for the first time, operated in synchronism to perform both astronomic and
geodetic measurements. The telescopes are sited at the NASA Deep Space Station at
TidbinbilÈa, the CSIRO Radio Observatory at Parkes, the University of Tasmania Radio
Observadofo near Hobart, the University of Sydney's Fleurs Observatory near Sydney, and
the LAND$AT tracking station at Alice Springs. The antennas at Fleurs, Hobart and Alice
Springs,aretìhstrumentãd to receive signais af $band only, while those at Tidbinbilla and
Parkes can observe at both X- and S-band. The Tidbinbilla station is equipped with
Hydrogen masers and one was installed at Parkes especially for the experiment. Rubidium
frequency standards are available at the other sites except Hobart where one was obtained
on loan from the Dvision of National Mapping. The goals of the geodesy part of the
experiment are:
I. to measure baselines around the triangle formed by Tidbinbilla, Parkes and Fleurs,

with expected accuracies of 15 cm for the two horizontal domponents ofposition
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GEODETÍC SURVEYINC WITH QUASAR RADIO INTERFEROMETRY

and 30 cm for the vertical component,
2. to measure the Parkes-Ticlbinbil la baseline with an expected accuracy of 7 cm for

the horizontal components and t 5 cm for the vertical ctmponent; and
3. to measure the Tidbinbil la-Alice Springs and Tidbinbil la-Hobart baselines with an

expected uncertainty of l-2 m for all three components.
Two passes of 24 hours' duration at both S- and X-band were observed on the

Tidbinbil la'Parkes baseline. Fleurs, Hobart and Alice Springs joined in at night at S-band,
One additional 12-hour night-time pass with all f ive ståtioñs participating ar S-band wasalso observed. The S-band measurements were made only ai night'becaúse of the large
ionospheric erro¡s which occur at this frequency with daytiire measurements. The
Mark II recording system (gl1rk, 1973) was used in the experiment. In this system, aspanned bandwidth of 40 MHz is synthesised and digitally ¡ãco¡ded 

", 
,".g".ú;;;;;

tapes' The practical advantage of using video recordeis is the ability to record continu-
ously for up to several hours on a single reel of tape,

^ ^ Th. 
experiment which was coñceived and årganised by staff of the CSIRO Division

oI Kâdtophysics is a bi'national and multi-institutional effort to involve Aust¡alian
geodesists amongst others,in-VLBI. The geodetic data processing, that is, the tape co¡rela-
tion and the 4djustment of the geodetic parameters must be ãone in the United States
as the proper facilities are not available here. The work, which is now in progress, is being
done at JPL and the Massachusetts Institute of Téchnology by Australians. JpL provided
special equipment, the Hydrogen maser for the parkes site and expert personnel to
supervise the experiment. This aspect was partially supported by NASA under the Crustal
,Dynamics Project. The Division of National Mapping distributed time at all fìve o¡ser-
vatories by means of a travelling Caesium cloóË irime¿iately beiore the start of the
experiment, connected the antennas to the Australian primaiy geodetic network, and
assisted with operations at Tidbinbilla. The school or sururyiãg, university of New
South Wales assisted with operations at Fleurs and Tidbinhilte.'Thã lt¡straljan National
U-niversity (ANU), Research School of Earth Sciences assisted with operations at the
Alice Springs station. Ea¡th scientists at ANU and Macquarie University are interested in
the technique for studies of crustal movements in Austrafia.

Baseline Measurement Errors
' Both random and systematic e¡rors are present in geodetic VLBI measurements,

with the systematic errors dominating. The main sources of random error are the noise
temperatures of the receivers, variations in the frequency standards and distribution
systems, and radio source position and structure uncertainties. These can be reduced
simply by acquiring more data' The principal sources of systematic error are uncertainties
in the earth's orientation parameters and àtmosphe¡ic efiects. The systematic effects are
not so easily;Ìti¡noved. ThË estimated .tro. U,rAg.t for the Parkes-Fleurs baseline measure-
ment is shown ig Table t.

the mçqnitud_es of the systematic errors are unknown, it is not possible to assess
the accuracy of the VLBI baseline measurements. However, by independently solving for
each. baseline defining the Parkes-Fleu¡s-Tidbinbilla triangle, it is possible to check the
consistency and quality ofthe data and of the reductions b! evaluating the vector closure.
As an independent check, we also propose to compare the results irith those obtained
from classical measurement techniques.
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FIGURE2
THE AUSTRALIAN GEODETIC VLBI ÐGERIMENT

(Courtesy of Radiophysics Division, CSIRO)
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GEODETIC SURVEYINC WITH QUASAR RADIO INTERFEROMETRY

TABLE 1

E RROR BUDG ET FOR PARKES-FLEURSB ASELINE MEASUREMENT*

ERROR SOURCE EFFECT. cm

Frequency Standards / Distribution

Source Positions

Atmosphere / lonosphere

Geophysical Effects

+ Total error =.1 0 cm

Conclus ions

vLBI is one of the rnost promising tools now under development for making
transcontinental and inte¡continenfal geodetic measurements. The siàes of the parkesl
-Tidbinbilla-Fleurs triangle avercge around 300 km. Conventional geodetic measurement
techniques would at best give an accuracy of 30 cm for these base.-lines. The Tidbinbilla-
Hobart and ridbinbilla-Alice Springs baselines are about 900 krn and 2000 km long,
respectively. An accuracy of l-2 m should be achievable for these baselines by.onueíl
tional methods. For the baselines a¡ound the Parkes-Tidbinbilla-Fleurs trian$ä, that is,
the baselines between the better instrumented sites, VLBI shouk yiela väues more
accurate .by a factor of about three. These measurements are thus of immediate benefit
for strengthening the Australian geoderic nerwork. The Tidbinbilla-Hobart and ridbinbilla-
Alice Springs baselines will provide a valuable check on the terrestriãlly.detennined
distances.

For these observations the Mark II recording system was employed. This is not the
most accurate system available. A new, more sensitive Mark III system of broad-band
receivers, tape recorders and data processors has receñtly been developed which in com-
bination with other instrument improvements will allow determinatùns of time delay
and baseline measurements potentially accurate to I cm with modest size antennai.
keliminary discussions have taken place to instrument the proposed Australia Telescope
for Mark III VLBI geodesy, and there are prospects for bringing a mobile Mark III VLBI
system to lAustralia ¡in the 1985 86.time-frame. Mark III data acquisition systems will also
be used at Parkes and Tidbinbilla for the telemetry arraying during the Uranus encounter
of Voyager in 1986' Thus, these instruments will also bJavailable for higher accuracy
measurements in the 1985/86 time-frame.
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